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Speedify 9.5.0 is Easy to use VPN software. Speedify lets you do unlimited number of simultaneous
VPN connections to different locations. It is possible to use only one PC. No matter the client is on LAN
or internet, Speedify does its job. And it does it very well. The program lets you easily setup multiple

connections. You can create new networks for your friends or colleagues. On the other hand, one
single connection is enough for doing business. A friend can be on one, while you are at another
location. You can even connect to multiple VPN servers and devices simultaneously. And you can
configure them so that once you are connected to one location, all the others are disconnected.

Setting up a new VPN network is easy. The location server you want to connect to can be on LAN or
the Internet. You can even specify a fixed IP address for the VPN connection. All you have to do is to
enter a passphrase to set up a secure VPN tunnel to the server. The program stores your settings so
that you don’t need to do this again and again. It can also be configured to auto-connect to the VPN

server you have specified. You do not need to do anything but wait for a connection to be established.
Speedify has got a built-in router that can let you share its bandwidth and connect to other networks
using the same one. Speedify can save all your access logs to a local CSV file. Sharing the connection
through the router is very simple. All you need to do is open the chosen network adapter properties.

And enable the share your Internet connection checkbox. Now, you can share the connection via LAN.
The connection is shared as a modem connection. And can be easily bridged to access the internet

through this adapter. Speedify lets you monitor your bandwidth and provide usage reports. Easy to set
up. It is easy to setup using the wizard. And the interface allows you to configure the connections in
simple and easy steps. It is compatible with various operating systems. The program is compatible

with Windows, Android, and Mac OS. It has got a very rich and feature-filled manual. You can also take
help from Speedify VPN’s online help forum. The program can be used to connect to any type of VPN
server. And there are many servers available. Out of these, only a few are free. But most servers are
free for at least a month. This means that you need not pay anything. And can try the servers before

using them for real. Speedify supports 128-bit and 256-bit encryption algorithms.
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